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1st REPORT
RISKS AND THREATS OF CORRUPTION
AND THE LEGAL PROFESSION
In 2010 we took a sample of more than 700 lawyers in
almost 100 jurisdictions who gave us their views
regarding perceptions and levels of awareness of
corruption in the legal profession.
The IBA’s October 2010 report Risks And Threats Of Corruption And The Legal Profession
uncovered a number of thought provoking results:
• Nearly half of respondents stated corruption was an issue in the legal profession in their
own jurisdiction. The proportion was even higher –over 70% in regions like CIS, Latin
America, Africa and Eastern Europe.
• 30% of respondents recognised that they have lost business to corrupt firms who have
engaged in international corruption.
• More than a fifth of respondents said they have been approached to act as an agent or
middleman in a transaction that could reasonably be suspected to involve international
corruption.
• Nearly a third of respondents said a legal professional they know has been involved in
international corruption offences.

Anti-Corruption Compliance Workshops

Mexico Workshop, 20 October 2010

Chile Workshop Panel, 8 September
2010

2nd REPORT
ANTI-CORRUPTION COMPLIANCE
AND THE LEGAL PROFESSION
A 2013 global survey of in-house lawyers aimed to better
understand how businesses were managing the
corruption risks posed by engaging external legal
counsel.
The IBA’s October 2013 report Anti-Corruption Compliance and the Legal Profession resulted in the
following findings:
• More than 80% of respondents perceived external lawyers to pose a certain level of risk of bribery
and corruption.
• Respondents showed concern for the relationships legal professionals develop with public
authorities. The judiciary was perceived as the most vulnerable sector by 60% of respondents.
• Personal endorsements are the preferred method for shortlisting a firm; nearly 80% of respondents
rely on recommendations made by colleagues and 63.5% on recommendations made by other
external counsel.
• 65% of respondents admitted that they do not have a policy for monitoring the anti-corruption
compliance of existing legal counsel.
• Almost 2/3 of respondents reported an increase in pre-retention due diligence during the previous
five years, while almost half revealed an increase in monitoring due diligence

Educational Initiatives
• ACAD Global Project
This is a UNODC-led project on anticorruption curriculum

• Seminar on Corporate and
Professional Integrity
Tailor-made programmes in Mexican and
Chilean law schools

• National strategies for anticorruption education in law
schools

Anti-Corruption Materials
• Guidelines for Bar Associations
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Constructing an effective plan for implementation of an
anti-corruption strategy;
Providing information resources;
Educating the legal profession;
Adoption or adjustment of ethical codes or disciplinary policies;
Capacity building and technical assistance for members of the legal
profession;
Recognition and incentives for proactive individuals and organisations;
Representing the legal profession in national and international anticorruption forums.

• Anti-Corruption Ethics and Compliance Handbook for
Business
The Strategy collaborated with the World Bank, OECD and UNODC in the
production of an anti-corruption handbook for small to medium sized business.

Anti-Corruption Strategy Website

For further information regarding the Strategy
visit http://www.anticorruptionstrategy.org/

Relevance to IACAC parties
• Awareness raising
• Better informed and active legal profession
• Two-way compliance transformation, from the
clients to the lawyers and vice versa
• Anti-corruption education standards raised

